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Abstract: Manganese (polymetallic) nodules on the deep seafloor in the open ocean have attracted
great interest because of their economic potential. Visual data on nodules found on the deep seafloor
such as photographs and videos have increased exponentially with the recent progress of related
technologies. These data are expected to reflect useful information for estimating these mineral
resources, as well as understanding their geological origin. Although the size, number, and coverage
of manganese nodules have been measured in seafloor images, the burial of such nodules has not been
sufficiently examined. This paper focuses on mathematical expression of the burial of the manganese
nodules and attempts to quantitatively elucidate relations among burial degree and nodule geological
parameters. The results, that is, a dataset obtained by calculations of relations among parameters,
are also utilized for considerations of quantitative expression of burial. These considerations are
expected to contribute to a better understanding of the geological origin of manganese nodules.

Keywords: manganese nodules; deep-sea mineral resource; seafloor photographs; resource estima-
tion; image analysis; burial phenomenon

1. Introduction

Video and photographic data have been valuable in the efficient study of the deep
seafloor, and the introduction of these newest technologies has led to huge accumulations
of digital data. One field where such methods have been valuable is in the study of
manganese nodules on the deep seafloor. Manganese (polymetallic) nodules have attracted
attention as a deep-sea mineral resource and are recognized in open sea areas around
the world [1–4]. Camera-based observational surveying of the deep seafloor in the study
of manganese nodules is already used as one of the most important and fundamental
methods [5–10]. Thus, this paper presents quantitative considerations to efficiently put
video or photographic data into use from a geological view.

Photographs and videos obtained by deep-sea cameras have been utilized to gain a
better geological understanding of deep-sea mineral resources. For example, the spatial
distributions of minerals have been elucidated by such data (e.g., [5,6,10,11]). Manganese
nodule parameters obtained from photographic analysis include the total number of nod-
ules, the average long-axis length of the nodules, and the coverage (area fractions of
manganese nodules) per unit area. These parameters have been used as fundamental
data of the geological characteristics, as well as input data for resource estimation. Re-
cently, these parameters have been calculated directly and automatically from individual
photographs (e.g., [6,8,9]).

However, burial of nodules has presented a problem for applying such photographic
analysis techniques. Burial is undesirable when estimating nodule parameters from deep-
sea photographs, because of difficulty in measuring the exact values of the parameters [12].
Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of nodule burial. Several researchers have noted
that the variety of nodule spatial distribution depends on the nodule’s burial degree, and it
has been discussed that the apparent size and number of nodules can change depending
on the degree of burial of nodules, that is, the thickness of the sediment–water interface
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layer [13]. For example, a higher degree of burial results in smaller nodule sizes and/or
numbers. This indicates that the apparent statistical parameters of the nodules would also
change. Previous investigations have noted that large errors are inevitable when estimating
these resources from photographic data because of nodule burial, and a previous study
reported that the maximum error of nodule weight (abundance) estimation is 50% [14].
Such potential errors should be investigated and corrected if necessary in mineral resource
estimation for commercial mining of deep sea nodules [2], because large errors of the
estimated abundances can affect the results of its economic feasibility studies.
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cussed that various factors of nodule origin such as the sedimentation rate, the thickness 
of the sediment covering nodules, and bottom layer flow characteristics can affect nodule 
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others [1–4,15–21]. Particularly, sedimentation rate and sediment thickness relate directly 
to burial degree. Consequently, the author considers that understanding the burial phe-
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ule origin and that the relations among burial degree and geological parameters estimated 
from photographic data should be examined. As recent ocean surveys using autonomous 
underwater vehicles (AUVs) can obtain large volumes of photographic data for vast areas 
(e.g., [22,23]), extraction of direct or indirect information on burial degree from photo-
graphic data on widely distributed seabed nodules is expected to improve understanding 
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Figure 1. Schematic illustrations of manganese nodules on the deep seafloor (original illustration is
from [13]). (a) Nodules not covered by sediments (or with a lower degree of burial). (b) Nodules
heavily covered by sediments (or with a higher degree of burial). In case (b), the apparent long
axis of large nodules (Lj

′) becomes smaller than that of original nodules (Lj), and small nodules are
completely buried (j means an identified number). The dotted circles surrounding each nodule show
the outlines of unburied nodules. Further, comparing between (a) and (b), apparent number (n′)
and coverage (x′) of nodules per area unit also become smaller than those of original nodules (n, x),
respectively.

Thus, nodule burial has a negative aspect as it can cause estimation error. How-
ever, this is also an important factor related to the nodule’s origin. Previous studies have
discussed that various factors of nodule origin such as the sedimentation rate, the thick-
ness of the sediment covering nodules, and bottom layer flow characteristics can affect
nodule properties such as chemical composition, surface morphology, and abundance,
among others [1–4,15–21]. Particularly, sedimentation rate and sediment thickness relate
directly to burial degree. Consequently, the author considers that understanding the burial
phenomenon is a probable direction for future studies of the geological understanding
of nodule origin and that the relations among burial degree and geological parameters
estimated from photographic data should be examined. As recent ocean surveys using
autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) can obtain large volumes of photographic data
for vast areas (e.g., [22,23]), extraction of direct or indirect information on burial degree
from photographic data on widely distributed seabed nodules is expected to improve
understanding of the origin of deep-sea nodules. However, quantitative relations among
burial degree and the apparent change of relevant parameters of nodules, such as average
size and estimated abundance, remain to be sufficiently studied.

This paper examines quantitative relations among nodule geological parameters and
burial degree to obtain valuable information on nodules from photographs or videos of the
seafloor. In the first step to solving this complicated problem, the following must be clearly
regulated along with numerical expression of nodules: (1) the initial non-buried state, (2)
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the quantitative treatment of the large number of nodules on the seafloor, and (3) how to
measure the burial degrees from actual photographs or samples to validate the model.

First, nodule shapes are modeled, and the relationships among nodule size, weight,
and surface area are described. The basic statistic parameters of nodules on the deep
seafloor are then introduced. These include average long axis (L), number (n), coverage
(x), and weight or abundance (u) in an area. Additionally, apparent statistical parameters
such as the average long axis (L′), number (n′), coverage (x′), and weight or abundance
(u′) with respect to burial degree are investigated through quantitative considerations.
That is, the prime marks indicate apparent nodule values changed by burial. Moreover, a
size histogram of nodules is introduced to correlate among the n, x, and u values. As for
burial expression, the original sediment–water interface is defined based on a previous
study [13], and the thickness (d) between the seafloor surface and the original sediment–
water interface, that is, the uppermost sediments that cause burial, is parameterized. To
quantitatively examine the burial phenomenon, the reference surface means d = 0 and two
initial conditions of the nodule configuration (Cases 1 and 2) are assumed. In Case 1, the
bottoms of all nodules come into contact with the sediment, and in Case 2, all nodules are
only half buried. Thus, in this study, relations among d and the defined apparent nodule
parameters are calculated more than 1800 times, and these relations are examined using
the calculated results.

Using these datasets, this paper addresses further issues of the burial phenomenon.
One is relating d to more realistically measurable parameters. Although d as defined here is
a straightforward concept, direct measurement of d is difficult because the initial condition
or stationary state is unknown. In contrast, a newly introduced parameter, α, is defined as
the ratio of the actual abundance to abundance estimated from photographs of the seafloor
(u/u′), which is easily measurable in practice. Moreover, α can be obtained from data
collected in many previous surveys. Therefore, the author will use u, u′, and d obtained in
this study to express α as a function of d.

Another consideration is related to the use of previously published data to compile
deep-sea data on α. Investigating the distribution and diversity of α over a wide area is con-
sidered to be one of the most effective directions of research. However, the published data
are limited, especially in manganese nodule-bearing areas such as the Clarion–Clipperton
Zone and the Indian Ocean. Thus, it is necessary to extract useful information from already
published data. This paper discusses the relationship between this published information
and α in an attempt to provide a direction for future research.

The already published parameter can be found in an empirical equation used to esti-
mate nodule abundance from seafloor photographic data (e.g., [24]) and can be expressed
as follows:

u = cL′x′, (1)

where c (called as C-factor; [24]) is a constant obtained by regression analysis, and this
contains information on α. As the parameters u, L′, and x′ in this empirical formula are
also included in the dataset of the aforementioned calculations, this study considers the
relationship between c and α from these datasets.

Burial of the nodule means that the nodules are covered partially or completely by
sediment. As a result, the nodules appear to have become smaller or to have disappeared.
This paper does not consider why nodules continue to be on the seafloor [2], and for
simplicity, sediment particles on top of nodules are not considered. That is, the author does
not consider apparent change of nodules by factors other than burial.

Importantly, this study is not an attempt to judge whether a small nodule on a seafloor
photograph is actually small or appears small because of burial. Instead, this study is
an attempt to determine whether ranges or trends in parameters obtained from a large
volume of photo image data in an area are due to burial based on the results of numerical
simulations.

This paper is constructed as follows. The Model section models characteristics such
as nodule shape and sediment configuration for the quantitative treatment of manganese
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nodules. Although this paper uses the size distribution of manganese nodules to calculate
statistical values, the characteristics of many of the nodules are based on those character-
istics defined in this Model section. To express the burial degree of nodules, define the
initial nodule configuration, and calculate the nodule’s area and weight, a two-dimensional
coordinate system of the nodules based on schematic illustrations of the cross section of a
nodule is introduced.

In the Methods section, a histogram of the nodule size distribution is first assumed in
addition to nodule shape. The shape and size class of the histogram is directly related to
the calculation of the statistical values of the nodules. Furthermore, the statistical values
and their calculations are explained in addition to the initial condition when calculating
those values.

The following procedures are conducted to calculate the statistical values of the
nodule’s histograms. First, the change in apparent size and number for each size class of
the hypothetical size distribution is calculated. Then, the total area and number of nodules
are summed, and the average long axis and coverage are calculated. As these calculations
are complicated and time-consuming, these parameters are calculated automatically by a
computer. The algorithm is also described in this section.

The Results section first shows how the histograms of nodule size distributions are
changed visually by burial degree. Then, the relation among the statistical values, in
addition to changes in the values due to burial degree, is described. Some considerations
using the calculated results described above are also conducted in this section.

Lastly, the Discussion section discusses assumptions and conditions used for calcula-
tions along with possible applications of the calculated results.

2. Model: Hypothetical Conditions about Shape, Weight, and Burial Degree of
Manganese Nodules

First, nodule shape, calculated weight, and degree of the burial are described. An
ideal ellipsoid is used as the shape. For a nodule with dimensions of long axis La, short
axis Lb, and thickness Lc, the area to be measured on seafloor photograph s (that is, the
projected area of a nodule when taken from above) and weight w are expressed as follows:

s = π
La

2
Lb
2

=
π

4
LaLb,

w =
4
3

π
La

2
Lb
2

Lc

2
ρ =

π

3
LaLbLc,

where ρ is density, which is assumed to be 2.
Next, the nodule configuration and burial degree are defined. Figures 2 and 3 are

schematic illustrations of cross sections of nodules cut in the vertical direction, which
illustrate the positional relation between the nodule and sediment. These figures contain
an x–y coordinate system, with the horizontal (x) axis parallel to an ideal sediment surface
and the nodule’s long axis and with vertical axes (y) through the center of the nodule. The
two initial conditions of positional relations between nodules and sediment are illustrated
in Figures 2 and 3 for Cases 1 and 2, respectively. Case 1 shows nodules in contact with the
sediment, whereas Case 2 shows nodules that are individually half buried. As the actual
condition before burial is unknown, these cases are used as conditions.

In this paper, burial degree is expressed as the thickness of deposits from the reference
surface, that is, the sediment surface set under each case’s initial conditions. The burial
degree is expressed using parameter d (unit: cm), with d = 0, meaning that the nodule
configuration remains unchanged from its initial condition. For example, in Case 1, the
bottoms of all the nodules come into contact the sediment at d = 0 (i.e., the sediment
surface is at y = 0). If the sediment surface is shifted from y = 0 to y = d > Lc/2 by
sedimentation, the exposed nodule would appear smaller as clearly shown in Figure 2
(bottom). If the magnitude of d exceeds Lc, the nodule is completely buried and appears to
have disappeared from the sediment surface. Actually, although the sediment particles are
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expected to also fall on the top of the nodules during sedimentation, this is not considered
in the present paper.

2.1. Case 1

Next, the change in nodule appearance due to burial through sedimentation is quanti-
tatively expressed. In this case, the nodule is initially in contact with sediments. As shown
in Figure 2 (top), the coordinate of the nodule’s center is (0, Lc/2).
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of a cross section of a nodule and sediment that shows positional
relations for Case 1. The hypothetical nodule has long axis of La and thickness of Lc. The bottom of
the nodule comes into contact with the sediment under the initial condition (d = 0). When d > Lc/2,
the nodule’s apparent size is smaller, as shown in the bottom part of the figure.

The equation of the nodule shape, presented as an ellipse on the two-dimensional
plane, is as follows:

x2(
La
2

)2 +

(
y− Lc

2

)2

(
Lc
2

)2 = 1.

The apparent long axis of the nodule, La
′, changes with d as follows:

La
′ =


La

(
0 ≤ d < Lc

2

)
La

√
1− 4

Lc
2

(
d− Lc

2

)2 ( Lc
2 ≤ d < Lc

)
0 (Lc < d).

.

The relation between Lb and d can be also expressed as described above.
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2.2. Case 2

Here the change in nodule appearance in Case 2, in which a half-buried nodule is
considered, is quantitatively expressed (Figure 3). As the nodule’s center is the origin in
this coordinate system, the equation of the ellipse can be expressed as:

x2(
La
2

)2 +
y2(
Lc
2

)2 = 1.

The apparent long axis of the nodule, La
′, changes with d as follows:

La
′ =

 La

√
1− 4

Lc
2 d2

(
0 ≤ d < Lc

2

)
,

0
(

Lc
2 ≤ d

)
.
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of a cross section of a nodule and sediment that shows positional
relations for Case 2. The nodule is half-buried into sediment under the initial condition.

Figure 4 shows the relations between La
′ and d in Cases 1 and 2. The calculations in

Figure 4 assume Lc = La/2 as described in the Methods section. As the entire nodule comes
into contact with the sediment under the initial condition of Case 1, nodule size does not
change when d < Lc/2. In contrast, in Case 2, subtle sedimentation causes the nodule to
appear smaller.
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3. Methods

This section introduces a hypothetical histogram for quantitatively treating a large
number of nodules. The author then shows methods and procedures of calculations to
examine how various statistical values of the histogram such as total weight, average
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long axis, and coverage change with d. In addition, details of considerations using these
calculated results are described in the Results section.

Calculation of Statistical Values for A Set of Nodules with Various Degrees of Burial
This section describes various conditions for numerical calculation of the statistical

values. For simplicity, Lb = 3La/4 and Lc = La/2 [14,25], which describe a typical nodule
shape, are assumed. Under these assumptions, nodule area and weight can be expressed
using only La, and s and w described in model section can be rewritten to 3πLa

2/16 and
πLa

3/8, respectively. When an aggregate of nodules is considered, the author expresses
nodule size using the average long axis, L, rather than La as statistical parameters are used.

Other parameters expressing the nodule aggregate are explained. For simplicity, a
discrete histogram of nodule size distribution, as used in a previous study [25], using a
size class of 0.1 cm is considered. A normal distribution, an average long axis (Linput) of 2–8
cm, a standard distribution (σinput) of 0.5–4.0, and an aggregation of 100 nodules per 1 m2

are assumed to set the histogram. Table 1 summarizes these calculation conditions and the
calculated parameters in addition to assumptions described above.

Table 1. Calculation conditions, assumptions and parameters of the histogram used in this paper.

Assumptions or Conditions on Nodules or the Histogram Parameters of the Histogram
Items Assumptions or Conditions Parameters Equations

shape of each nodule ellipsoidal For size class i
(minor axis)/(major axis) = 3/4 number n[i] = ninput × p[i]
(thickness)/(major axis) = 1/2 (representative) long axis [cm] L[i] = 0.1(i− 0.5)

number of the size class i = 1, 2, . . . , 150 area (per a nodule) [cm2] x[i] = 3π
16 L[i]2

range of each size class [cm] [0.1 (i − 1), 0.1i] weight (per a nodule) [g] u[i] = π
8 L[i]3

size distribution of
nodules normal distribution For histogram

parameters: Linput, σinput and
ninput

number of nodule per 1 m2 n = ∑150
i=1 n[i] ≤ ninput

probability for each size class: average long axis [cm] L = ∑150
i=1

n[i]L[i]
n

p[i]

= 1
2

(
1 + er f 0.1(i+1)−Linput√

2σinput
2

)
−

1
2

(
1 + er f 0.1i−Li nput√

2σinput
2

) coverage (proportion covered by
nodules per 1 m2) x = ∑150

i=1
n[i]x[i]
10000

abundance [kg/m2]
(total weight of nodules per 1 m2) u = ∑150

i=1 n[i]u[i]

Next, procedure of the calculation is explained. First, the probabilities of each size
class, L[i], are calculated based on the given values for Linput and σinput. Here, i denotes
the size class, and nodules of size class i range from 0.1(i − 1) to 0.1i. For simplicity of
calculation, it is assumed that all of the nodules belonging to a certain size class have the
same characteristics. For example, the nodules belonging to the i = 10 size class are 0.95 cm
in size (Table 1). As shown in Table 1, calculations are conducted under a range of values of
i of 1–150, which covers almost all the nodules in the histogram. Although nodules with a
size class smaller than zero can exist for a certain set of Linput and σinput, this study treats the
probabilities of such size classes as zero considering the real situation. Therefore, the initial
parameters of Linput, σinput, and n = 100 can differ from parameters in the histogram, that is,
L, σ and n. Figure 5 shows examples of hypothetical histograms, which have input values
that are slightly different from those of the histograms made as output. The magnitudes of
these differences increase when Linput is smaller or when σinput is larger. Thus, after setting
a histogram, statistical values for the distribution, such as n, L, x, and u, are calculated.
Here, x means the area fraction of manganese nodules covered on the seafloor and u is
calculated as the total weight of the nodules (Table 1). The n[i], L[i], x[i], and u[i] values of
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each size class are first calculated, after which n, L, x, and u are calculated by adding up
their respective components.
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Figure 5. Examples of hypothetical histograms. Large Linput and small σinput values result in the same
outputs of L and σ as shown in (a). That is, the statistical parameters of histograms are unchanged.
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For buried nodules, that is, d > 0, apparent parameters such as n′[i], L′[i], x′[i], and
u′[i] of each size class are calculated first, after which L′, x′, n′, and u′ are obtained. To
obtain apparent parameters under various conditions, calculation with d in increments of
0.2 (i.e., d = 0, 0.2, 0.4, . . . ) is conducted. The calculated n′ value decreases as d increases
because the number of completely buried nodules increases when deposits are thicker, as
shown in Figure 1. Thus, the calculation is finished when n′ has become sufficiently small
(i.e., n′ < 0.1). Figure 6 summarizes the above procedures as a flowchart.
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4. Results

To elucidate model parameter changes with changing burial degree, Case 1 underwent
1303 calculations and Case 2 calculations were conducted 526 times (Table 2). Basically,
the number of calculations increases with L because nodules with larger long axes need a
larger d to be completely buried (i.e., for the calculations to finish).
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Table 2. Number of calculations and conditions used.

Linput σinput Range of d [cm] Number of
Calculation

Case 1 2 to 8 0.5 to 4.0 0 to 7.8 1303
Case 2 2 to 8 0.5 to 3.5 0 to 4.8 526

Figure 7 shows examples of histograms produced under various d (=0, 1, 2) and
constant Linput (=4), σinput (=2), and n (=100) values. Figure 7 (left column) shows histograms
with a size class of 0.1 cm, whereas Figure 7 (right column) redisplays them as histograms
with a 1 cm size class, which would be more familiar as geological data. When d becomes
larger, the left side of the histogram, that is, smaller size class nodules that are partially or
completely buried, reflects the number of nodules belonging to that size class becoming
smaller or zero, respectively. For these reasons, the resulting histograms in Figure 7b,c
appear sparse. Furthermore, the histogram peak decreases as d increases. This trend is
expressed in the histograms in Figure 7 (right column). Associated with these trends, the
statistical values also change.
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Figure 8 shows the results of calculations in Case 2, indicating that the histogram
shapes change notably with d.
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Figure 9 shows the relations among the normalized parameters and d. As the trends
depend on σ/L, the results of several values of σ/L (~0.1–0.5) are shown as examples.
Basically, n′, x′, and u′ decrease with d. Notably, the trends of x and u are similar to each
other because x and u both are functions of L. For a smaller σ value, which can be expressed
as a “well-sorted” nodule distribution in the field of geology, n, x, and u all decrease
moderately with d. For example, most nodules are buried completely (i.e., n′ is near zero)
at d = 2 (Figure 9a,d). In contrast, when σ is larger (i.e., a poorly sorted nodule distribution),
the number of buried nodules is smaller for a given d. The range of L′/L also depends
heavily on the magnitude of σ, especially in Case 1. When σ is smaller, L′/L ranges 0.2–1
and L′/L decreases with d (Figure 9a). For larger values of σ, L′/L increases with d and
L′/L converges to 1.3 (Figure 9c). In contrast, when σ/L is near 0.4, L′/L shows almost no
change with d (Figure 9b).

To investigate how L′ changes relative to parameter d, the range of L′ for given values
of σ/L and d is summarized as expressed in a two-dimensional space in Figure 10. Each
open dot represents a L′/L value calculated for a given σ/L and a given d. In Figure 10, it
seems that sequences of dots line up as vertical straight lines. This shows that the results
under the same σ/L are plotted on each line as shown in Figure 9. When σ is small (i.e.,
nodules show well-sorted distributions), L′/L ranges 0.2–1. When σ/L is near 0.4, L′/L does
not change notably. When σ is large (i.e., nodules show poorly sorted distributions), L′/L
increases with d as shown in Figure 9 and ranges from 1 to 1.3. These characteristics show
that the behaviors of L′/L with d depend on the initial nodule distribution (parameter, σ/L).
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Figure 10. Behaviors of L with respect to d in Cases 1 and 2. The ranges of L′ for a variety of σ values
are shown, and these parameters are normalized by L. Lengthwise sets of dots represent L′ calculated
for a given σ and various values of d.

4.1. Relation Among the Parameters

Figure 11 shows examples of the relationship between n and L at various values of σ
calculated in Cases 1 and 2. Parameter d is not explicitly expressed in this figure. However,
because the values of n′/n decrease with d, we can determine that trends of parameters
from 1 to 0 of n′/n (horizontal axis) correspond with changes in d. For L′, as described in
Figure 8, especially in Case 1, different trends exist for different σ/L values. For large values
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of σ/L, L/L′ increases as n/n′ decreases, whereas L/L′ decreases for small σ/L values. To
quantitatively express the trend, the values of dL/dn (i.e., slope) are described near each
graph. Case 1 returns −0.09–0.72 when σ/L is small and gives negative values when σ/L
is large. Case 2 returns small positive values regardless of the value of σ (0.16–1.96). Thus,
the range of the value of dL/dn is constrained by both case type and σ.
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Figure 12 illustrates the relations between x′ and u in Cases 1 and 2. This plot can be
found in previous studies as described in the Discussion section. The slopes of plotted
points appear to be steeper with d in this figure. Additionally, some points are plotted on
the y-axis for larger values of d, indicating that nodules are fully buried in this condition.
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Figure 12. Relation between abundance u and apparent coverage x′ in Cases 1 and 2. The calculated
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4.2. Quantitative Consideration: Relations Between α and d

The relations between α and d/L′ is compiled from the dataset as shown in Figure 13.
The value of u′ decreases with d. Therefore, α = u/u′ increases with d. Although α values
of more than 1000 can be calculated, a dataset of relatively small values of α (1–5) are used
in consideration of practical aspects. As shown below, fifth- and third-order equations of
d/L′ are obtained by fitting these datasets for Cases 1 and 2, respectively (Figure 13).

α = 25
(

d
L′

)5
+ 1 (Case 1)

α = 83
(

d
L′

)3
+ 1 (Case 2)
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Table 3 shows the degrees of nodule abundance underestimation due to burial, which
can be expressed as 1/α. These degrees are calculated using the above two fitting equations.
Additionally, the estimated nodule abundances become half of the real abundances for
d/L′ = 0.53 under Case 1 and d/L′ = 0.23 under Case 2.

Table 3. Underestimation of nodule abundance due to burial. 1/α represents the proportion of
underestimation of the estimated abundance due to burial.

d/L′

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3

1/α
Case1 <0.1% <0.1% 0.2% 0.8% 2.4% 5.7%
Case2 1.0% 7.7% 21.9% 39.9% 56.5% 69.1%

4.3. Quantitative Consideration: C-factor in An Empirical Equation

In addition to showing the relationship between the C-factor in Equation (1) and the
newly defined α, this paper will quantify that relationship using the dataset. The C-factor
reflects a variety of factors, such as burial degree and nodule shape and this is determined
by L′, x′ measured from a seabed photograph in addition to actual abundance data. To
separate the burial degree from the C-factor, the following equation is introduced:

u = c0Lx. (2)

This resembles Equation (1), which shows the relations among L, x (not L′ and not x′),
and u. c0 is defined as c without a burial factor. Additionally, by introducing to the ratio of
the burial, α = u/u′, Equations (1) and (2) can be rewritten as follows:

u = αc0L′x′. (3)

Assuming that there are no other factors of c0 not dealt with in the present paper, the
relation between the c0 values and σ/L can be obtained by compiling the results calculated
among the dataset for d = 0. That is, in Equation (2), c0 is obtained by calculating u/(Lx)
for the dataset at d = 0. As u, L, and x depend on σ and L (i.e., histogram shape), c0 was
expressed as a function of these parameters through regression. Figure 14 shows the
relation between c0 values and σ/L, and the fitting equation is expressed as:

c0 = 10.641
( σ

L′
)2

+ 0.4336
( σ

L′
)
+ 6.67

For the plot shown in Figure 14, the results of 46 calculations for the dataset at d = 0
in Case 1 are used. When creating the fitting equation, the coefficients of the quadratic
equation of σ/L were determined solely from the dataset, whereas the intercept for σ/L = 0
(i.e., the value of c0 when all nodules have equal size) was set to 6.67 [25]. The maximum
value of c0 under this condition is approximately 11.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Calculation Results

This paper investigates the dependence of the parameters of manganese nodules ex-
tracted from seafloor photographs or video on d. A previous study [13] showed qualitative
relations between deposit thickness and nodule characteristics, and those relations have
been reproduced quantitatively by calculations in this study. As d increases, the number
of exposed nodules (n′) and apparent coverage (x′) observed on the seafloor both decrease
(Figures 8 and 9). However, the calculations in this study demonstrate that the trend of L′

is complicated. This is because the burial of small nodules can result in an increase in L′ in
some cases, whereas the burial of large nodules results in decreased values of L′. Figure 9c or
Figure 10 show a strange trend in which L′ increases with d only when σ is large in Case 1.

The relation between n′ and L′ can be found in Figure 11. Particularly, because both n′

and L′ are parameters that can be measured from seafloor photographs, a dataset of n′ and
L′ values obtained from a large number of consecutively taken seafloor photographs may
be used as an indicator to determine whether nodule burial occurs notably in an area of
interest.

Figure 12 shows the relationship between x′ and u and has been used in previous
studies (e.g., [17]) to investigate the varieties of nodules sampled in a vast area. This paper
demonstrated that the trends of the u vs. x′ plot regularly change based on the burial
degree, and Figure 12 shows that slopes reproduced under each condition become steeper
when d is larger. These indicate that magnitudes of the slope of a regression line made by
ground-truth data, which directly related to the C-factor, can indirectly express information
on d in areas of interest.

5.2. Assumptions and Conditions Used in Modeling and Simulation

Various assumptions and conditions were used to calculate parameter dependence
on nodule burial degree. For example, based on the previous studies [14,25], manganese
nodule shape is assumed to be a practical case. A normal distribution is adopted for the
nodule size distribution. In fact, because nodule shape and distribution in the deep seafloor
are not simple, it is necessary to pay attention when applying these results. However, the
author considers that an examination based on these assumptions is valid to understand
quantitative relations among parameters as a first trial.

Moreover, this study includes primitive examinations; therefore, some problems
remain. For example, some previous studies [13,26] have indicated that not only buried
nodules look smaller but also can appear to be divided into two or more nodules, a
phenomenon known as a fractionation effect [13]. The appearance of divided nodules
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results in an increase of the apparent number of nodules, which may change trends as
seen in Figure 10. Thus, the actual trend will deviate from the trend shown in Figure 10.
However, regularity of the fractionation effect is complicated; thus, this paper does not
consider this effect.

As the initial conditions of manganese nodule configuration, two cases (Cases 1 and 2)
are considered. However, unknown factors related to nodule burial manner remain. One
of the possibilities of the model is that nodules may be randomly buried, and regularities
such as dependence on nodule size may not be found in the nodules. However, in this
case, it is impossible to define d, and changing the parameter is very simple. For example,
L′ does not depend on burial degree, and the values of u′ and x′ are decided only by the
number (proportion) of buried nodules. Therefore, this paper omits this case.

5.3. Nodule Burial Phenomenon

A geological description of the burial phenomenon suitable for actual situations is
a task for future work. Previous studies have discussed that the diversity of manganese
nodule abundance could be attributable to the sediment covering nodules, that is, burial
degree [13,14,26]. Sediments contributing to manganese nodule burial near the surface, an
area known as the sediment–water interface boundary [26], are unconsolidated deposits.
A previous study indicated that coverage in this layer results in apparent smaller nodule
size and measured the relative thickness of the sediment–water interface boundary that
was qualitatively determined based on a photograph of the burial of the trigger weight
attached to the sampler and examined the relation between sediment thicknesses and
nodule abundance [26]. However, this study shows that nodule size apparently increases
with burial degree under limited conditions (Figure 10).

In contrast, some studies performed descriptions related to burial phenomenon. For
example, because nodule surface roughness has been considered as an indicator of an
environment for nodule growth, details on roughness may provide information that is
indirectly related to burial degree (e.g., [17,21,27,28]). Additionally, the resolution of the
image used to measure nodule size also affects the measurement of burial degree [7]. On
a separate note, a biological study measured the burial degree for sampled nodules and
sediments to investigate the microhabitat of organisms on the nodules [29]. However,
descriptions for geological studies do not seem to have progressed.

5.4. Quantitative Consideration: Relation Between α and d

This paper investigated how the value of α quantitatively relates to d. Figure 13 shows
the relationship between d (normalized as d/L) and α. Burial degree is represented by α and
is a simply increasing function of d/L (Figure 13). This figure shows that a small value of d
indicates values close to 1, with a tendency for d to increase exponentially. The calculations
in this paper demonstrate that burial factors significantly affect estimated abundance. For
example, assuming L = 4, when d/L is 0.25, α = 1.5 (Case 1) or 2 (Case 2). Additionally, the
calculations indicate that α strongly depends on initial conditions. As shown in Table 3,
the impact of burial is significant in Case 2. A previous study [14] noted that the maximum
is 50%, which corresponds roughly to d = 2 for Case 1 and d = 1 for Case 2 (L′ = 4). This
range of d values may be the maximum value of d in reality except in cases where nodules
are completely buried.

5.5. Quantitative Consideration: C-factor in An Empirical Equation

As α can be directly obtained from sampling data and photos, it is useful to examine
whether α can be also inferred from existing published data. Additionally, to understand the
origin of nodule formation, it is common to consider data over a wide area and examine the
regularity of those data. However, this does not seem to have been sufficiently conducted.
Equation (1) was improved to Equation (3), in which α was obviously expressed. The
parameter c0 in Equation (3), which does not affect burial degree, is also expressed as a
function of L and σ (Figure 14). The newly defined value of c0 can be calculated from the
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formula in Figure 14, allowing the calculation of α from c0 and c. The constant term in the
three-dimensional fitting equation drawn in Figure 14 (i.e., 6.67) is the minimum value
of c0 when σ = 0, that is, when all manganese nodules are of the same size [25]. Data of
σ/L = 0.0–0.6 were used, and the maximum value of the C-factor (αc0) is ~11 under these
conditions (Figure 14). Thus, it is expected that separating the burial from the C-factor
contributes to a more precise estimation of the mineral resource.

C-factors much greater than 11 have been reported [24], meaning that the burial degree
of manganese nodules in the area of interest (a certain area in the Indian Ocean) is large
(i.e., α > 1) or the nodules have morphologies similar to a spherical form. In contrast, a
C-factor of 7.7 in an area in the Pacific Ocean has been reported [30], indicating a much
smaller burial degree (i.e., α ~ 1) or that the shapes of nodules in the survey area are more
planar. Ground-truth data are needed to determine whether it is nodule shape or burial
degree that predominantly determines C-factor values. However, in any case, the values
derived from compiled data such as the C-factor can be useful in discussing the origin of
nodules in the area. Although it is important to note that features of burial degree can vary
by area, it would be useful to compile data from this perspective in the future. Additionally,
it should be noted that the best quantification of burial can vary depending on the data
in the target area. For example, as shown in Figure 12, in the case with larger d, many
apparent coverages are zero or close to zero for different nodule abundances. This suggests
that it may be difficult to express using an empirical equation such as Equation (3). In
contrast, the author considers that the u–x′ plots shown in Figure 12, which are related to
the C-factor, can provide useful geological information as a first trial.

5.6. Application to Understanding Manganese Nodule Origins

A large number of seafloor images have been captured in recent years, and the variety
of image analysis methods is growing. However, studies concerning burial phenomena
have been insufficient, and this study is expected to contribute to further understanding
nodule genesis and improve resource estimation. Image data taken continuously in recent
AUV surveys can take one photo every few seconds, acquiring data at intervals of several
meters [10,22]. Additionally, improvement and automation of computer programs that
identify manganese nodules and estimate resource amounts have been advanced heav-
ily [6,8,9]. However, burial’s effects do not seem to be considered in these programs, nor is
it considered in the analysis of images captured in large quantities. It is not easy to directly
determine burial degree from seafloor photographs; however, investigating the tendencies
of multiple parameters against a seafloor photograph (Figure 11) is a possible analysis
method.

Additionally, two parameters related to burial, d and α, are thought to be useful for un-
derstanding the geological genesis of manganese nodules as these parameters are indirectly
related to sediment deposition rate. For example, manganese nodules with rough surfaces
have been identified as being characteristic of buried manganese nodules (e.g., [17,31]). It
has been shown that the spatial distribution concerning this roughness reflects the diversity
of the sedimentation rate affected by ocean topography or bottom flow (e.g., [1,3,15,18–20]),
and a recent study illustrated that bottom currents control sedimentation [32]. The author
considers that introducing the burial degree to quantify such studies is one research di-
rection. Figure 15 shows the abundance and apparent coverage of manganese nodules
in the Central Pacific as measured by the Geological Survey of Japan [27], with results
calculated for Case 1 and d = 4 overlaid on the figure. Although the relationship between
direct burial measurement data and burial degree defined in this study is not discussed
in detail, Figure 15 shows that fully or almost buried nodules (i.e., coverage x′ ~ 0) have
rough surfaces and that the calculation results can reproduce the trend of rough nodules.
Parameter d may represent the distribution of the nodule. Thus, one direction of future
research of deep seafloor manganese nodules can be that the examined area is characterized
by parameter d.
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Figure 15. Relation between x′ and u. Crosses indicate nodule abundances calculated under condi-
tions with Case1 and d = 4. Circles indicates ground-truth data of nodule abundances in Central
Pacific Ocean [27]. Different colors of the circles mean different roughness of surface for nodules
collected at each location.

However, it is also possible that the relationship between burial degree and the
individual geological characteristics of manganese nodules varies in different waters (e.g.,
Peru Basin [33] and Central Pacific Basin [17]). Therefore, caution is needed when applying
the relationships obtained in one area to other areas. Additionally, it is necessary to keep
in mind that burial is one of factors that dominates manganese nodule genesis and that
determine the morphological features. For example, in the case of nodules that are less
buried (e.g., around Minami–Torishima Island [34]), parameters other than burial degree
may be more important for understanding nodule origins. In addition, taking into account
types of genesis such as hydrogenetic, diagenetic and hydrogenetic–diagenetic are also
important to estimate nodule abundance precisely from seabed photographs and to study
the geological origin [35,36]. Since these types of genesis have been mainly studied by
approaches of chemical analysis including measurement of oxic conditions in pore water
within sediment (e.g., [2,3,15,16,35,37]), an interdisciplinary approach will make a great
contribution to understand the origin of nodules.

Although outside the scope of this paper, importance of the geological description for
manganese nodules themselves remains unchanged in studying the genesis. For example,
previous reports show that the top, bottom, and side surfaces of nodules have different
roughness and textures and that nodules have different characteristics for different local
topography of sea areas (e.g., [3,18,28]). Thus, the author considers that it is also important
to describe geologically nodules with their complex structures in addition to collecting the
seafloor photographs.

6. Conclusions

To quantify the burial degree of manganese nodules in seafloor sediments, the sed-
iment thickness from the reference plane, d, and the ratio of the weight to the apparent
weight of the manganese nodule, α, are introduced. Calculations were performed to clarify
how the apparent parameters change with d for a hypothetical nodule size distribution.
This paper clarified the following:

• The tendency of the parameters that change depending on the burial degree as men-
tioned in a previous study was reproduced using numerical calculations;

• The calculations basically show that u′, x′, and n′ decrease with increasing values of
d, but L′ takes various behaviors depending on conditions, though the trend of L′ is
similar to those of u′, x′, and n′ under most conditions;

• The relationship between the hypothetical parameter, d, and the actual measurable
parameter, α, was formulated, resulting in α being represented as a third-order or
fifth-order function of d/L′;

• Improving an empirical equation to estimate nodule abundance from seafloor pho-
tographs, a coefficient known as the C-factor was re-expressed as a product of α and
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c0. Furthermore, c0 was represented by a two-dimensional equation of parameter σ/L
using a dataset. Using the published C-factor and some geological conditions, α in the
area of interest can be estimated.
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